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Пояснительная записка 

Данный дидактический материал адресован учителям, работающим в 7-9 

классах, и обучающимся, готовящимся к сдаче государственной итоговой 

аттестации по английскому языку. 

Эта работа включает в себя теоретический материал и практический задания 

по темам: «Словообразование», «Префиксы», «Суффиксы», собранный и 

систематизированный мною за годы подготовки обучающихся к экзамену. 

Дидактический материал составлен в логической последовательности: от 

более простых форм до более сложных, что помогает учителю, работая в 

течение нескольких лет формировать умения учеников в словообразовании 

на английском языке и совершенствовать их. Кроме того, данный практикум 

позволяет последовательно повторять темы и сразу проверять свои знания по 

ним. Практикум построен на основе КИМов, сгруппированных по морфемам. 

Дидактический материал поможет обучающимся самостоятельно или под 

руководством учителя эффективно подготовиться к сдаче экзамена. 

Цель применения дидактического материала: повторить, обобщить и 

закрепить основной программный материал по данным темам у учащихся  

9 –х классов. 

Задачи:  

- повторить суффиксы, префиксы, их значения и способы образования новых 

дериватов; 

- повторить алгоритм выполнения каждого задания; 

- развивать умение рассуждать, решая поставленную задачу; 

- закрепить навыки выполнения тестовых заданий.  

Цели обучения входе активной познавательной деятельности каждого 

обучающегося при его взаимодействии с учителем и другими обучающимися. 

Данный дидактический материал целесообразно использовать на любом этапе 

урока: первичное закрепление нового материала, повторение изученного 

материала, закрепление знаний и способов действий, обобщении и 

систематизации знаний, как домашнее задание по изученной теме. Формы 

проведения занятий по данному дидактическому материалу также могут быть 

разнообразными. 

Использование предлагаемого дидактического материала обеспечивает 

результативность при постепенной подготовке к ОГЭ, способствует 

морфологической зоркости.  
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Приставки существительных: 

Re-reconstruction; co- cooperation; dis- disadvantage; in- independence; mis- 

misunderstanding; im- impossibility; un- unemployment; il- illegal 

Суффиксы существительных: 

-ability, -ibility- probability; -age- breakage; -al- arrival; -ance, -ence - difference;  

-dom- kingdom; -er,-or- inventor; hood-childhood; -ian- historian; -ion -action; -

sion, -ssion- collection; -ism- tourism; -ment- agreement; -ness- kindness; -our- 

colour; -ship- friendship; -th- depth; -ti (-ity)-safety; -ure (-ture) –mixture; -ist-

artist; -ess - fortress; -ant-assistant; -ing- building. 

Приставки прилагательных: 

Un- unhappy; in- independent; dis- disappointing; im -important; non- non-ferrous; 

ir- irregular; post-post-war; il- illegal; inter-interdependent. 

Суффиксы прилагательных: 

-able (-ible) - от глаголов - to read- readable ; - ive - от глаголов – to act –active; 

- ful - от существительных –hope- hopeful; beauty- beautiful ; - less - от 

существительных – hope- hopeless, help- helpless; - al - от существительных – 

norm- normal ; - ic - от существительных – atom- atomic; - ent, -ant – evident, 

current, important ; - y - от существительных – dirt- dirty . 

Приставки глаголов: 

Co-cooperate; de-decode; dis-disbelieve; in- input; im- immigrate; inter- interact; 

ir- irritate; over-overcome; re- rebuilt; mis- misunderstand 

Суффиксы глаголов: 

-en- deepen; -fy-classify; -ize-organize; -ate-activat 

Префиксы с разными значениями 

 

Префикс Значение Соответствие 

русской 

приставке 

Примеры 

anti- отрицание анти- противо- fascist - antifascist 

co- между, взаимно со- existence – co-existence 

counter-   контр- attack - counterattack 

ex- бывший экс- champion - ex-champion 
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en- делать   rich - enrich 

inter- между, среди, взаимно   national - international 

mis- неправильно, неверно   to understand –  

to misunderstand 

over- сверх, чрезмерно пере- to load – to overload 

post- после 

(противоположен по 

значению 

префиксу  pre-) 

  war – postwar 

pre- перед, ранее до- historic - prehistoric 

re- снова, заново, вновь. пере- to read – to reread  

sub-   под division - subdivision 

ultra- ультра-, сверх   short - ultrashort 

under- недостаточно 

(противоположен по 

значению 

префиксу over-) 

 недо- to pay - to underpay 

 

 

Суффиксы  

Суффикс Значение Примеры 

-age а) действие, условие или 

результат; 

б) количественное значение или 

значение собирательности; 

в) место действия, место 

жительства 

to marry – marriage 

acre - acreage 

herb – herbage 

to harbour - harbourage 

-ance 

-ence 

процесс, состояние или свойство Important – importance 

different – difference 

-dom абстрактные и собирательные 

существительные, обозначающие: 

а) общественный статус или яв- 

ление; 

б) состояние 

  

king - kingdom 

free - freedom 

-ее лицо, на которое направлено 

действие 

to address - addressee 

-er,  

-or 

действующее лицо to sell – seller 

to visit - visitor 

-ery,  

-ary, 

-ry 

а) место; 

б) действие, род занятия или 

деятельности; поведение или 

связанное с ним качество; 

в) состояние или положение 

to bind – bindery 

to rob – robbery 

chemist – chemistry 

slave - slavery 
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-hood а) состояние, общественное поло- 

жение; 

б) качества, свойства; 

в) совокупность людей или семей-

ные отношения 

child - childhood 

saint - sainthood 

brother - brotherhood 

-ian национальная принадлежность Russia - Russian 

-ician лицо по роду работы, занятий mathematics - mathematician 

-ion,   

-ation, 

-tion, 

-sion, 

-ssion 

а) действие, процесс, состояние; 

б) абстрактное понятие; свойство, 

качество 

to transform – transformation 

to accommodate - accomodation 

-ism отвлеченные имена 

существительные 

Marx - Marxism 

-ist профессия, принадлежность 

к  партии, религии, философскому 

течению 

to type - typist 

Marxist 

-ment a) действие, процесс, состояние; 

б) результат действия или продукт 

деятельности 

to move – movement 

to improve – improvement 

-ness качество или состояние hарру - happiness 

-ship а) положение человека в обществе; 

звание, должность, титул; 

б) умение, мастерство, искусство; 

занятие; 

с) чувство, отношение к чему-

либо; 

д) абстрактные понятия 

captain – captainship 

draftsman – draftsmanship 

comrade – comradeship 

citizen - citizenship 

-ute,  

-ture 

а) процесс, состояние; свойства; 

абстрактное понятие; 

б) сфера деятельности; офици-

альное учреждение и его функции 

to depart – departure 

portrait – portraiture 

-y абстрактные и собирательные 

существительные 

soldier - soldiery 

 

Prefixes word list 

Un- Dis- Re- Uni- 

unclear uneven 

unfair unfinished 

unhappy unhurt 

unkind unlike 

unlocks unlucky 

disagree disallow 

disappear disbelief 

discontinue 

dishonest dislike 

reappear rebuild 

recheck recycle 

refill reheat 

remake repack 

repaint replant 

unicorn unicycle 

uniform  

Bi- 

bicycle biplane 
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unsafe unselfish 

unsure untidy 

untie untrue 

unwise unwrapped 

disloyal disobey 

displease distrust 

replay reread 

restart reuse 

review rewash 

rewind rewrap 

rewrite 

Tri-  

triangle triceratops 

tricycle 

 

Suffixes word list 

-ful -less -er -ly -ness 

careful 

cheerful 

fearful 

harmful 

helpful 

hopeful joyful 

painful 

peaceful 

playful restful 

thankful 

thoughtful 

useful 

careless 

cheerless 

fearless 

friendless 

harmless 

homeless 

hopeless 

painless 

powerless 

restless 

speechless 

thankless 

thoughtless 

useless 

worthless 

baker builder 

climber 

dancer digger 

driver farmer 

helper hiker 

hunter jogger 

leader owner 

painter 

planner reader 

runner 

shopper skater 

swimmer 

talker teacher 

traveler writer 

badly boldly 

bravely busily 

calmly clearly 

cleverly 

eagerly easily 

friendly 

gently gladly 

greedily 

happily kindly 

loudly neatly 

nicely 

pleasantly 

quickly 

quietly sadly 

safely slowly 

softly steadily 

suddenly 

surely swiftly 

weakly 

boldness 

brightness 

calmness 

cleverness 

darkness 

eagerness 

emptiness 

friendliness 

gentleness 

happiness 

hardness 

kindness 

lightness 

liveliness 

loudness 

neatness 

quickness 

quietness 

sadness 

silliness 

softness 

suddenness 

toughness 

weakness 

 

 

Prefix Un-  means “not” unclear - not clear    unfair - not fair   

unhappy- not happy  unhurt - not hurt     

unlike- not like (different from)                               

unlucky - not lucky  unsafe -  not safe 

unselfish - not selfish   unsure - not sure       

untrue - not true    unwise - not wise  
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Prefix dis- means “not”  disagree - not agree   disallow - not allow 

disappear - not be in sight  disbelief - not believing 

discontinue - not continue  dishonest - not honest 

dislike - to not like   disloyal - not loyal    

disobey - not obey   displease - to not please 

distrust - not trust  

Prefix re- means “again” rebuild - build again   recheck - check again 

remake - make again   repack - pack again 

repaint - paint again   replant - plant again 

restart - start again   reuse - use again      

review - view again   rewrap - wrap again 

rewrite - write again  

Suffix -ful  -  means “full of” or “able to”        

    careful - full of care   cheerful full of cheer                             

    harmful -  able to cause harm      

    helpful - able to give help  hopeful - full of hope        

joyful - full of joy   peaceful - full of peace   playful -  full of play 

restful - full of rest  thankful - full of thanks   fearful - full of fear  

restful - full of rest  

Suffix  -less  - means “without” or “not able to”                

careless without care        

fearless - without fear            

friendless - without friends             

homeless -  without a home              

painless -  without pain             

powerless - without power            

restless - not able to rest           

speechless - not able to speak for a moment       

thoughtless - without thinking                

useless -without use      

worthless - without worth 

Suffix -er  means “one who”  - builder - one who builds        

farmer - one who farms   helper - one who helps                                   

hunter  - one who hunts   leader - one who leads        

owner  - one who owns   painter - one who paints                 

reader - one who reads   talker - one who talks       

teacher - one who teaches  traveler - one who travels 

Suffix -ly means “in a certain way” bravely - in a brave way       

  clearly - in a clear way   gladly -  in a glad way   
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  loudly - in a loud way    neatly - in a neat way   

  nicely - in a nice way    quickly - in a quick way  

   quietly - in a quiet way    safely - in a safe way   

  slowly -  in a slow way    weakly - in a weak way 

Suffix -ness means “state of being” boldness - being bold          

brightness - being bright    calmness - being calm              

darkness - being dark    gentleness - being gentle                       

lightness - being light    softness - being soft           

weakness -  being weak    cleverness - being clever         

happiness -  being happy    hardness -  being hard 

 7- 8 классы. 

Task 1  Add –ment  to the words and make nouns. 

Develop, achieve, move, arrange, treat, state, improve, agree, equip, govern, require, 

measure, announce, amuse, argue, advertise, invest. 

Task 2  Add -ful or -less  to the words and make adjectives. 

Beauty, thank, hope, doubt, help, colour, use, care. 

Task 3  Add -ег or -or   to the words and make nouns. 

To lead, to write, to read, to visit, to speak, to sleep, to act, to direct, to conduct, to 

drive, to fight, to mine, to report, to sing, to skate, to swim, to teach, to travel, to sail, 

to invent, to found, to compose. 

Task 4  Add -ist, -ism, or  -ian   to the words and make nouns. 

Special, social, art, capital, economy, international, piano, technic, mathematics, 

statistics, politics, music, electric, Russia, Hungary, Canada, India. 

Task 5  Add -able or -ible  to the words and make adjectives. 

Change, convert, prevent, break, compare, desire, profit, read, comfort, respect, 

expect, fashion, flex. 

Task 6  Add -ly  to the words and make adverbs. 

Bad, first, part, quick, strong, short, silent, rapid, wide, extreme, cruel, kind, happy. 

Task 7 Определите, к каким частям речи относятся выделенные слова: 

1. Не works as a teacher. 2. I saw one of his works at the exhibition. 3. I was waiting 

for your report. 4. They report the results of their experiment every Monday. 5. His 
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report contains some of his thoughts about the experiment. 6. You’ll make progress 

if you work hard. 7. He thought about his new work. 8. I have a present for you. 9. I 

am busy at present. 10. He presented me with a book. 

Task  8. Определите, к какой части речи относятся данные слова. Переведите 

их: 

Beautiful, function, artist, musician, heartless, economic, worker, badly, act, action, 

active, basic, fruitless, population, movement, historic, democratic, work, daily, 

literature, picture, organization, friendship, highly, leader, fight, fighter, national, im-

pressive, hopeful, hopeless, beautiful, special, specialist, define, definition, humanism, 

humanist, humanistic, use, useful, useless. 

Task 9  Add : -al, -ful, -ous, -у, -able, -ible, -ic, -less, -ish  to the words and make 

adjectives. 

Reason, beauty, hope, doubt, care, aim, use, desire, boy, success, heart, experiment, 

form, office, danger, fame, electron, base, nature, cloud, sun, child, Scott, history, 

home. 

Task 10.  Определите, к каким частям речи относятся выделенные слова.  

1. Many pupils study English. 2. My grandfather has a large study. 3. Who ruled this 

country? 4. All sportsmen must obey the rules of the game. 5. The Soviet Union is 

tied by friendship with India in their work for peace. 6. All peace-loving people 

work for peace for the whole of mankind. 

 9 КЛАСС 

Task  1 Underline the suffix or prefix in each word. 

 Untrue, prehistoric, ultramodern, postwar, ex-champion, anti-body, de- compose, 

decode, deform, depart, discover, disappearance, reread, reconstruct, coauthor, 

unequal, misunderstand, undress, disarm, anti-fascist, cooperation, co-existence, 

interaction, superhuman, ultra-violet. 

Task 2. Определите, к какой части речи относятся следующие слова.  

Achievement - achieve, resistance - resistant, assistance - assist - assistant, celebration 

- celebrate, difference - different, city - citizen, nation - national - nationality, measure 

- measurement, develop - development, act - active - activity, contain - container, 

discover - discovery - discoverer, literature - literary, graduate - graduation - 

undergraduate - post-graduate, educate - education, progress - progressive, act - action 

- activity - active, govern - governor - government. 

Task 3. Underline the suffix or prefix in each word. 
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British, foolish, understandable, heartless, pitiless, successful, experiment, function, 

musician, socialist, artist, capitalism, professional, fundamental, industrial, doubtful, 

useful, different, treatment, creative, attractive, peaceful, dangerous, elementary, 

childish, active, economic, director, worker, passage, marriage, silence, freedom, 

kingdom. 

Task 4  Add : -en  to the words and make verbs. 

Red, tight, soft, deep, short, dark, bright, weak, black, white, sweet, sharp, strong, 

long. 

Task 5. Make verbs from nouns. 

 Turn, smile, smoke, snow, start, stay, step, stop, study, talk, visit, rest, air, paper, 

cover, handle, cause, watch, act, address, answer, brush, clean, cross, crowd, wave, 

wish, work, dance, doubt, dress, end, fight, help, hope, joke, laugh, lift, light, love, 

mind, paper, pencil, place, plan, play, post, reply, report, return, sail, show. 

Task 6.  Underline the suffix or prefix in each word.  

React, reaction, reactor, reactivity; science, scientific, scientist; industry, industrial, 

industrious; cold, coldly, coldness; dark, darkness, darken; happy, happily, 

happiness, unhappy; equal, equally, unequal, equality; free, freedom, freely; 

attention, attentive, attentively; sun, sunny, sunless; care, careful, careless, 

carefully, carelessness; to differ, different, difference, indifferent; England, 

English, Englishman, poison, 

poisonous,extreme,extremely,extremity,extremist,friend,friendship,friendly,unfrien

dly. 

Task 7. Translate the following words. 

Aircraft, airspace, Air Force , summer-resort, rest-house, custom-house, dining-room, 

dining car, living-room , fireplace, nightlife, newsagent, sunglasses, popstar, 

snowboarding, bungee jumping, earthquake, greenhouse, laptop, software, science-

fiction, solar system, so-called, haircut , hairbrush, icebox, newspaper, notebook, rain 

forest ,lifetime , raincoat, sportsman, sunshine, sunrise, sunset, sunflower, body-

piercing. 

Task 8. Read the following pairs of words, pay attention to the stress. 

 An accent - to accent, a contract - to contract, a content - to content, a contest - to 

contest, an increase-to increase, a convict - to convict, a perfect - to perfect, a record – 

to record, refuse-to refuse,a refugee-to refuge. 

Task 9. Проанализируйте состав следующих слов. Определите части речи. 

Дайте начальную форму. 
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Powerful, inventor, high-quality, network, demoralize, profitable, dislike, disagree, 

movement, shorten, incorrect, electricity, fruitful, fruitless, happiness, dangerous, 

noisy, sunny, rainy, badly, strongly, reading, teaching, rebuild, retell, leader, teacher, 

unhappy, unusual, translation, cooperation, schoolboy, icebreaker. 

Task 10. Напишите сложные существительные, исходя из объяснений. 

Например: A machine for drying hair – hair drier. 

1. A thing for opening tins - ... . 2. A machine for playing records - ... . 3. A machine 

for mixing food - ... . 4. A thing that times eggs (when they are boiling) - ... . 5. 

Things for warming people’s legs - ... . 6. Stuff that kills flies - ... . 7. A liquid that 

removes paint - ... . 8. A tool that opens bottles - ... . 9. A thing for peeling potatoes - 

... . 10. A liquid for removing eye makeup - ... . 11. Stuff for freshening the air - ... . 

Task 11. Divide words into three groups: 1) people, 2) places, 3)  

Obstinate, unspoilt, hand-made, waterproof, easy-going, breathtaking, aggressive, 

deserted, overgrown, overcrowded, cunning, picturesque, arrogant, long-lasting, 

spoilt, automatic, accurate, artificial. 

Task 12. Choose the suitable words. 

1. I know Jim Kerry is very popular but I find him totally childish / childlike.             

2. I couldn’t work out whom the letter was from. The signature was childish / 

childlike. 3. Sarah is so childish / childlike. She always plays trick on her friends.      

4. It was wonderful to watch the tiny lambs playing. I got such childish / childlike 

pleasure from the experience. 5. Sophie is extremely sensitive / sensible at the 

moment. Anything you say seems to upset her. 6. Karen is not a very sensitive / 

sensible person. She wore high-heeled shoes for our four-mile walk. 7. I’ve never 

known her to tell a lie. She’s a very true / truthful person. 8. I can never watch sad 

films that are based on true / truthful a story. They always make me cry. 9. Susan is so 

intolerable / intolerant of other people. She never accepts anyone else’s opinion, and 

she always thinks she knows best. 10. I find Mark’s behaviour intolerable / intolerant. 

It’s unfair to be so selfish. 11. We’re having an economic / economical crisis at the 

moment. James has lost his job and I don’t know how we are going to pay the rent. 

12. It’s more economic / economical to drive slowly. You can do a lot more miles to 

the gallop. 

Task 13. Подберите к каждой тройке слов такое, чтобы с его помощью 

образовать составные существительные, используйте слова: board, green, paper, 

book, birthday, blood, rain, site, road, sports, ice, water, day, night, hand , case, sun, 

bag. 

Например: camp..., building..., bomb... – campsite, building site, bomb-site. 
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1. ...test, ...pressure, ...donor. 2. ...fall, ...melon, ...skiing. 3. ...house, ...grocer, ...salad. 

4. ...club, ...mare, ...shift. 5. brief..., suit..., book... . 6. paper..., plastic..., shoulder... . 7. 

...bow, ...coat, ...drop. 8. ...shine, ...rise, ...set. 9. ...works, ...sign, ...rage. 10. black..., 

floor..., notice... . 11. ...light, ...break, ...dream. 12. ...shake, ...writing, ...book. 13. 

...cube, ...berg, ...rink. 14. ...cake, ...present, ...card. 15. ...scape, ...lady, ...slide. 16. 

...car, ...center, ...ground. 17. address..., visitor’s..., note... . 

Task 14. Дополните предложения сложными существительными в скобках (это 

могут быть и составные существительные, и существительные в 

притяжательном падеже в простой или аналитической форме). 

1. Your coat is on the ... (back, chair). 2. You’ve just spilt the ... (milk, cat). 3. Can 

you buy some ... (paper, toilet). 4. I never listened to my ... (advise, parents). 5. Can 

you buy a ... (wine, bottle) to have with supper? 6. What did that ... (road, sigh) say? 

Did you see it? 7. It’s such a mess in here. There are empty ... (wine, bottles) 

everywhere. 8. The ... (Prime Minister, duties) include entertaining heads of the state. 

9. The ... (my shoe, heel) has come off. 10. Can I borrow your ... (brush, hair)? 11. 

What happened at the ... (film, end)? 12. Here is ... (today, news). 13. Where is the 

nearest ... (Metro, station)? 14. It’s my ... (anniversary, parents, wedding) next week. 

15. The ... (company, success) is due to its efficiency. 16. I’ve got a ... (fortnight, 

holiday) next month. 17. The ... (government, economic policy) is confusing. 18. My 

children go to the local ... (school, state). 19. The annual ... (rate, inflation) is about 4 

percent. 20. Are there any ... (coffee, cups) in your bedroom? There are none in the 

kitchen. 21. Do you want a ... (coffee, cup)? 

Task 15. Заполните пропуски глаголом или существительным: advice – to advise, 

use – to use, abuse – to abuse, belief – to believe, relief – to relieve, grief – grieve, 

excuse – to excuse, breath – to breathe, half – to halve, house – to house, safe – to 

save, bath – to bathe. 

1. It is my personal ... that this man is innocent. 2. Let me listen to your chest. Take a 

deep ... and say “Ah”. 3. You should put your valuables in the ... . 4. Drug ... is a 

terrible problem all over the world. 5. I know it isn’t good for my skin, but I love sun 

... . 6. I’ve been so worried about you! It’s such a ... to see you at last! 7. “What are 

we going to do with this cake?” “Cut it in two. You take ... and I’ll take ... .” 8. Can 

you show me how to ... this new coffee machine? 9. The refugees are ... in temporary 

accommodation. 10. She apologizes for her behavior, and said it was because she’d 

had a busy day, but that’s no ... for breaking all the plates. 11. People need time to ... 

after the death of someone they love. 12. Take my ... . Never marry for money. Marry 

for love. 

Task 16. Напишите слово противоположное по значению, используя префикс 

Kind, honest, credible, appear, fair, equal, pleased, continue, fasten, normal, 

employed, friendly, trust, professional, known, cover, safe, use, probable, important, 

emotional. 
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Task 17. Find prefixes and define its meanings.                                               

Coauthor, undress, disarm, postwar, illegal, unkind, reconstruct, deformation, prewar, 

antihero , ex-champion, superhuman, disagreement. 

Task 18. Назовите глаголы, от которых образованы следующие 

существительные: 

Protection, show, writer, worker, movement, investigation, achievement, statement, 

reader, department, equipment, construction, organization, reporter, arrival, 

improvement, conductor, establishment, development, education, definition, 

regulation, assistance, agreement. 

Task 19. Переведите без словаря. Определите, к какой части речи относятся 

слова: 

a) Specialist, institute, university, culture, cultural, centre, central, nation, national, 

international, organization, minister, nature, natural, traditional, progressive, moral, 

social, socialist, public, programmer, popular, modern, revolution, revolutionary, 

final, talent, continent, festival, political, experiment, experimentation, electricity, 

technical, transformation, system, systematically, practice, practical, seminar, lecture, 

lecturer, period, historic, history, professor, complex, form, acceleration, instrument, 

philosopher, idea, basic, fundamental, conceptions, mass, class, element, motor, 

method, problem, energy, radio, text, material, temperature, progress, television. 

b) 1. France and England are European countries. 2. In the evening we like to listen to 

classical music. 3. We saw a comedy at the Drama Theatre last night. 4. Your train 

leaves from platform two. 5. This jazz orchestra gave several concerts in our town. 6. 

In 1610 Galileo constructed the first tele scope in the world. 7. This was a dangerous 

experiment. 

Task 20. Проанализируйте следующие слова, какие они? Определите их сос-

тавляющие. Переведите на русский язык: 

Ice-hockey, world-wide, bedroom, newspaper, long-term, birthplace, sportsman, 

apple-juice, peace-loving, schoolchildren, football, highland, television, underground, 

north-west, sometimes, lowland, landscape, well-known, multinational, network, vice-

president 

Task 21 Fill in the words: unhurt, unlocks, unsure, uneven, unhappy, disliked, 

disagree, disappear 

Billy’s Cat 

  Billy cannot find his cat. He is feeling ___________. He asks, “Why did my cat 

___________?” Billy is ___________ of what he should do. “Let’s call the 

police,” says his sister. But Billy ___________ and shakes his head. Billy runs 

outside. The driveway is bumpy and ___________. Billy trips, but he is 
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___________. Whew! Then Billy sees his dad’s car. The window is open a bit. 

Billy sees his cat! He quickly ___________ the door. Out jumps the cat! The cat 

meows happily. She ___________ being locked up. Billy hugs her. He is happy to 

have her back!  

Task 22 Fill in the words: rebuild, recycle, refill, reheat, repaint, replant, reread, 

rewash 

Let’s Do It Again! 

That book was so good! Let’s __________ the story. Last night’s dinner was 

delicious! Let’s ________________ the leftovers for lunch. Let’s __________ the 

walls in a bright shade of pink. Let’s _________ our cups so that we can drink 

more water. Our dog knocked the tower down! Let’s ________ it. Let’s ______the 

seeds so they’re deeper in the ground than they are now. Let’s _________ the shirt 

since there’s a big stain. Let’s __________the bottle so it’ll be used again. 

 

Task 23  Add un- or re- to the words.  

Sometimes I think life is so _____fair! Today has been a terrible day. I have too 

much to do. I am very _____happy about that! I just did my homework. Now I 

need to _____check my answers one more time. I also have a test soon. I will need 

to _____view my work for that, too. I showed my mom a letter I had written to my 

grandma. Mom said it was too messy. Now I have to _____write the letter so that 

it’s neater! Dad said my room is _____tidy. I don’t think it’s that bad. I will clean 

it up later. I am too busy trying to _____tie the knot in my shoe right now! My 

jigsaw puzzle is still _____finished. How can I complete it when I am so busy? I 

wish I could _____wind the clock so that it’s morning again. Then I could begin 

this day all over 

Number Prefixes:  uni- means “one”         

   bi- means “two”         

   tri- means “three 

Task 24 Fill in the words: unicorn, bicycle, uniform, triangle, biplane, triceratops 

tricycle, unicycle 

A ________ one wheel. A _______ has two wheels. A _____ has three wheels. 

A ________ is a special outfit that certain people wear. A ______ is a plane that 

has two sets of wings. A _______ is a shape that has three sides and three angles.  

A _______ is an imaginary creature that has one horn A _____ is a dinosaur that 

had three horns.  

Task 25  Add -ful or -less to the words. 
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 The shot at the clinic did not hurt. It was pain___. The bee sting hurt a lot. It was 

pain ____.  My friend gave me a gift. She was thought_____ . I forgot my mom’s 

birthday. I was thought___! This pen is broken. It is use____ . This jar can be 

made into a vase or pencil holder. It is very use___. Group 1 did messy work. This  

students were care___.  Group 2 did neat work. The students were care___. Lions 

aren’t afraid of anything. They are fear___. Mice are always timid. They are 

fear___ animals.   

Task 26  Add  -er to the end of  words.  

Busy People 

If you farm, you are a ___________. If you teach, you are a __________. 

 If you climb, you are a __________. If you lead, you are a ___________. 

 If you build, you are a __________. 

Task 27  Add  -er to the end of  words. If a word ends in -e, take off the -e before 

adding -er.  bake + er = baker   paint + er = painter 

If you skate, you are a ___________. If you write, you are a _________. 

 If you dance, you are a __________. If you drive, you are a _________. 

 If you hike, you are a ___________. 

Task 28  Add  -er to the end of words.  

If a word has a short vowel and only one consonant after it, double the consonant 

and then add -er.      jog + er = jogger 

If you swim, you are a ________. If you run, you are a ________. 

If you dig, you are a __________. If you shop, you are a _______. 

 If you plan, you are a _________. 

Task 29  Add  -ly to the end of words.  slow + ly = slowly  swift + ly= swiftly 

If you speak in a soft voice, then you speak ________. 

If you talk in a pleasant voice, then you talk _______. 

If you act in a brave way, then you act ___________. 

 If you behave in a bad way, then you behave ______.  

If a word ends in -y, change the y to i before adding -ly.  

If you move at a steady rate, then you move ________. 

 If you work in a busy way, then you work _________.  
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If you eat in a greedy way, then you eat ___________. 

 If you do something in an easy way, then you do it ______.  

Task 30  Add  -ness to the end of  words.  happy + ness = happiness 

If you are bold, then you have _____. If you are sad, then you have _________.    

If something is tough, then it has _____. If something is soft, then it has _______.  

If a word ends in -y, change the -y to -i before adding -ness.  

If something is empty, then it has _______. If someone is lively, then that person 

has _______. If someone is friendly, then that person has ________. If someone is 

silly, then that person has _________.  

Task 31  Add  Prefixes or Suffixes. Use + re- or -ful 

 I can ______ the milk carton and turn it into a bird feeder. The carton is very ___.  

Safe + un- or –ly 

The old bridge is _______. We cannot cross it __________.  

Like + un- or dis- 

My brother is ____________ me. He likes video games, but I ___________ them.  

Care + -ful or –less 

We need to be _______ when we cross the street. If we’re ____________, we may 

get in an accident.  

Appear + dis- or re- 

The magician held up a ball and made it ______. Then he made it ______, and we 

saw it again! 

Kind + un- or –ness: My mum is never ____. She always treats people with _____. 

Help + -er or –ful: Sandy is a great _____. She is ________at home and at school. 

Build + re- or –er: Mr. Lee is a _____. He will ____our house and make it bigger. 

Write + re- or –er: Patti is a good ____. She will ___ her stories until they sound 

just right! 

Friend + -less or –ly: Chris is ____ and fun. He is so nice that I don’t think he will 

ever be ______.  

Task 32 Choose the appropriate words to complete the sentence. 

Rosa’s Birthday 

Rosa woke up and dressed _______(quickly, quickness). Today was her birthday! 

She was sure that her family was waiting _______(eagerness, eagerly) for her. 
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Rosa walked into the kitchen. “Good morning,” she said in a ______ (cheerful, 

cheerless) voice. “Oh, there you are,” said Mom _______(calmly, calmness). “Let 

me ____(heater, reheat) some pancakes for you.”  

No one said anything about Rosa’s birthday—not even Benny, her brother. Maybe 

they forgot, thought Rosa with _______(sadly, sadness). She was ______(unsure, 

surely) if she should say anything to them. ______(Suddenly, Suddenness) Benny 

got up and ______( disappeared, reappeared). A few seconds later, he came back 

with a small, wrapped box. Rosa took the box and ________(rewrapped, 

unwrapped) it. She found a note that read, “Look in your bedroom.” Rosa ran to 

her room. “Oh, my!” she said _____ (loudness, loudly). On her bed was a basket 

with a puppy inside. Rosa picked him up ______(gently, gentleness). He started 

licking her face right away. “What a ______(playful, replay) puppy!” said Rosa. 

“He is the best birthday present I’ve ever had!”   

Task 33 Complete the sentences below. Use the suffix ‘-able’ with the words: 

comfort, drink, profit, believe, break, accept, wash, punish, understand, reuse, 

dispose, knowledge, love, count, advise, employ.  

1. Please don’t throw away that plastic bag. We can use it again. It’s __________. 

2. I find it quite difficult to believe your story. It’s not _________.                         

3. Don’t worry, the water in that river is very clean. In fact, it’s _____________.  

4. I can understand why you were late yesterday. It’s __________________.         

5. Professor Brown knows lots of things. She is a __________________ person.   

6. Be careful with that glass table. It’s a very ______________ piece of furniture. 

7. Stealing other people’s things is a _____________ crime. You might go to jail. 

8. My dirty jacket isn’t __________________. I’ll have to take it to be dry cleaned. 

9. I think Mr. Smith can easily find a new job. He’s a very ___________person. 

10. After I finish using my camera, I can throw it away. It’s a ________ camera. 

11. The new sofa you bought is great! It’s so __________ that I fell asleep on it. 

12. My new business is making lots of money. I’m happy that it’s __________.  

13. Do you want my advice? It’s not ____________to swim without a life guard. 

14. My grandparents are very kind and _____________. I love them so much!    

15. The number of stars you can see in the night sky are ____. There are about six 

thousand of them.                                  

16. Your excuse for being late is not ______! You must come on time. No excuses! 

Task 34 Each sentence below contains two words which have suffixes. Underline 

each of the words 

1 The writer was tired because he had a sleepless night. 2. My portable television 

set is new. 3. The druggist accidentally spilled the bottle of medicine. 4. The surfer 

rode the crest of the powerful wave. 5. The visitor was surprised by all the 

pollution. 6. The detective walked through the smoky room. 7. The balloonist was 
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a very fearless person. 8. The poisonous snake was motionless. 9. The scary ride 

on the narrow road seemed endless. 10. The sun shone brightly in the cloudless 

sky. 

Task 35 Circle the suffix in each word below. Write the suffix on the line. 

captive _______   snowy ________   available ______ 

childless ______   geologist _______   meanness ______ 

dangerous _______  truly ___________  erosion ________  

terrible _________   placement ________  shameless ______ 

thankful ________  director _________  beggar ________   

dancer _________   armful __________  boneless ________ 

Task 36 Make a new word by adding -less, -ful, -ness, -y, or -ly to each word 

below. Write the new word on the line.  

rust _______    quick ________   spot ________   

harm ______    power ________  dark ________   

curl _______    help __________  bad _________      

faith _______    like __________  coat _________        

dirt ________   fear ___________   fair _________   

brave ______   end ___________   exact ________   

lone _______   delight 

The suffix -less means "without any" or "lacking." painless - without pain."        

The suffix -able means "capable of, worthy." changeable - capable of change. 

Tast 37 Choose either -less or -able to go with the word.  

1. coat ____   2. child ____   3. avail ____                            

4. port ____   5. harm ___    6. spot ____                              

7. depend ___  8. consider___  

Task 38 Choose one of the new words from above to complete each sentence. 

1. Even though my dog looks mean, he's really _______.                                        

2. You may get chilly because you are ______________.     

3. The bike you want is not __________in another color.              

4. My brother is a very __________ worker.                

5. I think you will see that my mother's kitchen is _____.     

6. This area had a __________amount of rain last spring.              

7. I'll bring my _____________ radio to the party.               

8. The young couple is _________. 

Suffixes -ible  means capable of, fit for        

  -ment means state of, act of 
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Task 39 Use words from the box to complete the sentences: basement, terrible, 

responsible, incredible, edible, movement, department, instrument 

1. We hid behind the tree when we heard ________ in the bushes.                           

2. Gary knew the rare mushrooms probably were not __________.            

3. We heard that a _______ snowstorm was headed our way.              

4. The girls will cook and the boys will be ________ for washing the dishes.         

5. When we heard about the tornado, we all headed for the _________.                  

6. The wind moved through the trees with _________ force.              

7. My brother has been with the police _________ for ten years.              

8. In the fall, I will buy an ________so that I can join the band. 

Suffixes -tion, -ion  means state of being or act of     

  -ive means having the nature of, inclined to     

   -ous  means full of 

Task 40 Use words from the box to complete the sentences: captive, election, 

delicious, creative, poisonous, active, explosion, auction, nervous  

1. Sally was _______ when she took the spelling test. 2. The apple pie was 

____________ with vanilla ice cream. 3. The class _________ will be held on 

Tuesday. 4. The man was held _________for several days. 5. Some berries are 

__________. 6. The ________ damaged the firehouse. 7. They sold a lot of 

furniture at the _______. 8. Jim's clever story showed that he was _________.      

9. The little boy was very _______ 

Task 41 Subtract and add suffixes to find the new word. Write the word.  

colorless - less + ful = ______    fearless - less + ful = _______   

helpful - ful + less = ________    harmless - less + ful = ______      

restful - ful + less = ________     thankless - less + ful = ______    

careful - ful + less = ________    hopeless - less + ful =  ______ 

Task 42 Add -ful and -less to the following root words.  

use ______   shame _______  pain ______   power _____ 

Task 43 Each word below has a suffix. Find it. 

Shipment ,  sweetness, cheerful, enjoyable,  painless, acceptable, director, 

bicyclist, smoky, completely 

Task 44 Underline the suffix in each word. 

 Transferable, position, countless, contentment, comfortable, completion, helpless, 

department, punishment, preferable, useless, mobilization, accomplishment, 

judgment, exportation, drinkable. 
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Task 45 Read the sentences and then answer the questions.  

1. The stray dog was without a home.                 

2. The gardener took great care when planting the tomatoes.              

3. Amy was full of cheer because she passed the math test.              

4. The boy was full of hope that he would get the job.               

5. Joe really talked a lot.                    

6. Baby Sharon was without teeth.                  

7. The robber was without fear when he robbed our house.             

8. Mother cooked a roast without a bone.                 

9. The kitten loved to play.                 

10. Marie's arms were full of groceries.  

1. Who cooked a boneless roast?   2. Who had an armful?         

3. Who was talkative?               4. Who was homeless?            

5. Who was fearless?              6. Who was toothless?              

7. Who was cheerful?               8. Who was playful?                    

9. Who was careful?              10. Who was hopeful? 

Task 46 Add one of these suffixes to each word in parentheses: –ive, -ous, -ment,  

-ist.  

1 It is ______(danger) to ride a bike on a busy highway. 2. The _____ (detect) 

asked us to answer some questions. 3. The governor made a _______ (state) for the 

newspapers. 4. We enjoyed watching the _______ (balloon) sail over our house. 5. 

We hurried to the _______ (base) when we heard about the tornado. 6. The 

audience clapped as the _______ (solo) left the stage 

Task 47 Add one of these suffixes to each word in parentheses: -able, -less, -tion, 

-ment  

We heard that a _________ (price) painting had been stolen from the museum.     

2. Our supply of _________ (dispose) cups for the water cooler is low. 3. My 

cousin hopes to find _________ (employ) by next week. 4. Our class studied about 

the _________(explore) of America. 5. His story about the size of the fish he 

caught was not _________ (believe). 6. When the old man's store burned to the 

ground, he was left _______(penny). 7. The young child did not use good 

_________ (judge) when she ran into the street. 8. Everything that was taken by 

the thief was very _________(value). 9. Gina thought the fluffy kitten was very 

_______ (love). 10. My mom made an ________ (appoint) with the dentist. 

Task 48 Add one of these suffixes to each word in parentheses: -ible, -ful, -ion, -ly 

After the rainstorm, we noticed a ________ (beauty) rainbow in the sky. 2. We had 

a _________ (horror) time trying to hike down into the steep canyon. 3. We were 

happy when we heard that food and money were _______ (plenty). 4. Leaving the 
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campground when the sky became black seemed like a ________ (sense) thing to 

do. 5. I think your new bike is ________ (exact) like mine. 6. If you don't bandage 

the cut, an _______ (infect) may occur. 7. I was sad when I saw how much ______ 

(pollute) was in the air. 8. The restaurant check had been _____ (incorrect) added 

Task 49 Underline the suffix in each word: geologist, acceptable, invisible, active, 

beggar, joyous, careless, faithful, blindness, graceful. Match a word to each 

definition below.  

1. not exact or thorough _________         

2. someone who asks for food or money _________      

3. beautiful in form or movement ______________              

4. someone who studies the earth's surface _______              

5. loyal and true _____________________________               

6. being unable to see ________________________      

7. in a way that pleases _______________________              

8. not capable of being seen ___________________              

9. happy and glad ___________________________                        

10. moving rather quickly most of the time________ 

Задания экзаменационного формата (ОГЭ) 

 

Task 50 Complete the text with the derivatives  of the words on  the right.

 I arrived in Liverpool in the afternoon. It was a _27__________ 

day but the weather couldn’t spoil my excellent mood - I was in 

Liverpool! Many people associate this city with the _28_______ 

musical band, the Beatles. It’s true, the Beatles are everywhere, 

but today it’s also _29________ to imagine Liverpool without its 

other great passion: football! The city is home to two teams: 

Liverpool and Everton. Everton is older and was more _30____ 

in the past, but since the 1990s it has been Liverpool’s time to 

shine. I’ve been Liverpool’s _31______ since I was a small boy. 

The team is based at the Anfield Stadium. I have watched games 

there twice. It was very _32____ and it was one of the most 

important memories of my childhood. 

Task 51 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

The 5th of November is Guy Fawkes Night. This holiday is also 

known as Bonfire Night as lighting bonfires is an essential part of 

the _27_________. _28________, it’s one of the favourite 

holidays for children they simply can’t miss the firework display. 
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Most parents allow their children to stay outdoors till late at 

night. It would be _29_________ to make them stay at home 

when the sky is lit up with colours. However, children should 

never be left on their own - bonfires and fireworks are potentially 

_30________. Emergency reports say the number of people 

needing medical care increases on this night. Some of them are 

_31________with fire. In spite of the excitement, the children 

may also catch a cold on this November night. Warm jumpers, 

coats and gloves are more_32_______than ever.  

Task 52 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

Recently my neighbour Michael Wilkins got a job in sales. 

However, soon he found out that being a sales_27____________ 

did not make him happy. He had to work long hours, and the job 

was _28________ and demanding. The atmosphere in the office 

was very _29_______ and the workers often quarreled with each 

other. So Michael decided to look for a more _30_______ job. In 

the local newspaper, he saw an _31________ from a pizzeria. It 

was close to his house and they needed a waiter. Michael decided 

to apply and didn’t regret it.  “It’s good to feed people. I enjoy 

seeing them smile – it’s important, isn’t it?” Michael says. Next 

week he’s going to take a cooking course. On completing it, he 

will be able to make _32__________pizzas himself!  

Task 53 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

There is a popular opinion that all children are talented. It’s true - 

children are curious and have a good _27________. It helps them 

make _28______ things from very routine objects like stones, 

leaves, or strips of fabric. Coloured paper, watercolours and 

pencils stimulate their _29________ minds a lot too! However, 

sometimes parents may _30_______ of their children’s artistic 

activities like drawing on the walls and indoor experiments with 

fireworks. But _31_______ is not a good solution! Any art 

activity develops children’s brains and stimulates their ability in 

science. Be _32_______ with your children’s natural talents. 

Never stop them doing an activity but instead create an 

appropriate and safe environment for it. 

Task 54 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words. 

Tom woke up relatively early. But he _18________at once that  
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he was not the first awake. There was somebody in the kitchen 

already. Tom went out to inspect, and found that his dad was 

there – he _19_______vegetables. It was rather strange – 

everyone knew that dad _20______ cooking. “I wish I 

_21______ what you are doing,” he said. Dad gave _22______ a 

smile and answered “Wait and see.” He pulled out a juicing 

machine from the cupboard. Nobody had used it for ages and the 

machine _23_______ with a thin layer of dust. Tom’s dad 

washed it and turned it on. Then he put a handful of carrots 

inside. Next he added cucumbers and _24_______. Dad made 

three large cups of the stuff. He took one and drank it. He handed 

the _25_____ cup to Tom. To his surprise the juice tasted really 

good. “You don’t eat enough vegetables,” his dad said. “If you 

don’t like eating them, you’ll probably like drinking them.” Tom 

nodded. It was definitely _26______ than the stewed vegetables 

his mum cooked almost every day.  

Task 55 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

The camel was very thirsty. His last drink had been weeks ago. 

His feet sank in the hot sand and he _18_____ hardly move. 

"When will I reach water?" he thought. "And I _19______ for 

ages." It was obvious that if the camel didn’t find any water and 

food soon, he_20__________. He made a few steps toward 

another dune. It was _21_____ to walk along the top of a hill, 

than along the bottom. At last he _22______ something green in 

the distance. Was it a mirage or an oasis? He hoped for the best 

and the hope helped _23______ move faster. Soon, that distant 

green colour turned into real trees and grass. There _24______ a 

small stream of water and some palm trees that gave shade. Their 

wide _25________could protect the camel from the sun's rays. 

Though the sun _26_______, it didn’t burn anymore. 

Unfortunately, it was impossible to stay there forever. A short 

rest and the camel had to move on towards his destination.  

Task 55 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

 Choosing a career is one of the most difficult choices we have to 

make in our lives. There are lots of interesting and _27_______ 

professions, but which of them is the right choice for you? 

Researchers who work in _28_______ and sociology asked 

people across the UK what their dream job would be.  

And the results were quite _29_______. According to the survey, 
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people find modest jobs like charity work or gardening the most 

_30_______. Often at the top of their list are jobs such as a nurse 

or a _31_______. The study also shows that people in the UK are 

very _32______ and focus on the dream jobs they have a realistic 

chance of getting.  

Task 56 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

I’ve worked in an office for many years. It’s a very _27_____ job 

and recently I’ve taken up a new hobby - gardening. My 

grandmother was a very good _28_______. She never did 

gardening as a job but for pleasure and _29______. She had the 

so-called green fingers - the flowers and fruit trees she planted 

grew very _30______. I wish I were as skillful as she was. It’s a 

pity my family does not share my interest. My children 

_31______ working outdoors. They prefer using the computer 

indoors. I don’t argue with them. Arguing and quarrelling makes 

me feel _32______and unhappy but cannot change the situation. 

I hope one day they will join me in the garden.  

Task 57 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

 TIME is a weekly magazine published in New York. In 2010 the 

magazine _18______ Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg as 

Person of the Year. Everything began in February 2004, when 

Zuckerberg was still a student at Harvard. He made an online 

platform to connect college students. It helped _19______to learn 

and socialise. Soon, other _20_______ joined Facebook and then 

it became popular with a much wider audience. Today Facebook 

_21______ by over a billion people. They play games, find 

friends, learn the news, and share photos there. Not everyone, 

however, _22_______ Facebook is a good thing. My _23_____ 

friend, Nicky, believes that I spend too much time online, on 

social networks “I wish you_24_____ more time with your real 

friends,” he keeps saying. Last Saturday when Nicky came to my 

place to discuss a school problem, I _25_____ online. He waited 

for a while but then left without saying a word. And he 

_26______since then. I feel I’ll probably have to change my 

habits if I want to have real friends, not only virtual ones. 

Task 58 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

This story 

happened 

long ago. 

My son 

was six 

and we 

lived in an 

old house 

near a 

large park. 

There 

_18_____ 

lots of 

people in 

the 

 

ATTRACT

TEACH 

PRACTICE 

 

     

STRESS         

GARDEN 

ENTERTAIN 

QUICK 

LIKE 

 

NERVE 

 

 

CHOOSE 

 

THEY 

UNIVERSITY 
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USE 

THINK, GOOD 

SPEND 

 

CHAT 

NOT/CALL 

 

 

              BE       park at weekends and we enjoyed walking and 

playing there too. One day, my son _19_____ an injured bird 

from the park. It was a crow. Its wing _20_____ and the bird 

could not fly. I didn’t know what to do with the crow, but my son 

said that he _21______ care of it. “If you were a couple of 

years_22______, you could manage it. But I doubt you can do it 

now,” I tried to talk him out of keeping the crow but finally 

agreed to take the bird home. The next day we took the crow to 

the vet. The vet fixed and bandaged the wing and explained to 

_23______ what medicines we should give to the bird. “Ok,” he 

said, as we left, “I _24_____ everything I can. There’s no need to 

bring this crow here any more. The bird is young and strong, and 

I think it _25_____ soon. This is the good news. The bad news is 

that it will never be able to fly again.” “We’ll see,” my son 

_26_____ to agree with this fact too easily.  

Task 59 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words   

Early in her reign, Queen Victoria and her husband, Prince 

Albert, had a plan to hold a great world-wide exhibition of 

modern art and design. Sir Joseph Paxton, a botanist and 

landscape _27______, won the competition to create the central 

exhibition hall. The _28______ he produced is still admired by 

architects today. Although at that time many thought it was 

_29______ to realize such a project. In 1851, Paxton constructed 

his Crystal Palace – an _30_______ glass and iron pavilion, over 

a third of a mile long, with 800,000 square feet of floor space. 

The construction was an ultramodern iron frame with glass 

panels. The exhibition was very _31______ – it drew over six 

million visitors. _32_______, it was taken apart in 1854.  

Task 60 

Complete 

the text 

with the 

derivatives 

of the 

words  

Ray 

Kurzweil 

is a very 

popular 

figure in 

the field of 

science. 

He is a 

leading 

computer 

_27______

_ who has 

made lots 

of 

predictions 

about the 

future of 

humanity. 

So far he 

has written 

six books 

about 

artificial 

intelligenc

e, and four 

of them 

have 

become 

_28______

_ best 

sellers in 

the USA. 

Ray 

strongly 
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believes that soon computer intelligence will be a billion times 

more _29_____ than the human brain. However, lots of experts 

don’t believe it and say that it is absolutely _30______. Kurzweil 

disagrees with them and says that we are already a human 

machine civilization. We already use high level technology to 

diagnose diseases, provide _31_______, and develop new 

      BRING BREAK 

        TAKE OLD 

 

WE 

DO 

RECOVER 

NOT/WANT 

 

 

 

 

DESIGN BUILD 

POSSIBLE 

AMAZE 

 

SUCCESS UNFORTUNATE 

 

                    

SCIENCE 

     NATION 

       POWER POSSIBLE 

  EDUCATE 

technologies. Kurzweil thinks that by 2030, computers will do 

more _32______ tasks. They will be able to understand ordinary 

spoken language and show emotions.  

Task 61 

Complete 

the text 

with the 

derivatives 

of the 

words   

It all 

started in 

1865. A 

group of 

Frenchmen 

were 

having 

dinner in 

one of the 

most 

_27______ 

restaurants 

near Paris. 

They 

talked 

about the 

democratic 

changes in 

the USA 

and 

wanted to 

support the 

American 

people. 

After a 

short 

__28_____ 

they 

agreed on 

an original 

idea. The 

idea was 

suggested 

by 
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Frédéric-Auguste Bartholdi, a sculptor and _29_____. He said 

they could make a statue of a woman holding the torch of 

freedom. It was an ambitious project and it was __30____ to 

complete it quickly. It actually took 21 years for this idea to 

become a reality. The French people raised money to build the 

statue, and, _31______, in 1886 it was ready. On July 4, 1886 the 

United States received their _32____ gift - the Statue of Liberty!  

Task 62 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

Father's Day in the UK is on the third Sunday in June. We enjoy 

this day very much and always arrange a _27_____ at home. Our 

dad deserves it – he is the most _28________ person I’ve ever 

met. He works as a train 29_________ and he loves his job, 

though it takes time and energy. He cannot spend lots of time 

with us, but when he is at home, we have a _30_____ time all 

together. Dad is a very _31______ person and often invents new 

games for us. There are three children in our family and we 

always prepare a present for our dad together. Last time it was a 

large, _32_______ book about the history of trains. The book 

starts with the invention of the first train and tells the whole story 

of the railway up to the present day.  

Task 63 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

Olivia got a camera for her birthday. Her family was going on a 

trip to Washington D.C. and Olivia wanted to take pictures of the 

__27______ places she would see. The first place where they 

stopped was a sandy beach. Olivia took pictures of the ocean and 

the __28______ seagulls. The birds seemed to enjoy being 

photographed, but it was _29______ to go too close to them. 

Olivia had to take pictures from a distance. Next, the family 

moved on to the centre of Washington D.C. 

 

IMPRESS 

 

 

FASHION 

  DISCUSS 

DESIGN 

 POSSIBLE 

 

FINAL 

AMAZE 

 

 

 CELEBRATE 

AMAZE 

DRIVE 

FANTASY 

CREATE 

 

COLOUR 

 

 

 

   

WONDER 

NOISE 

POSSIBLE 

 

 

Olivia's 

heart was 

beating 

with 

_30______

__. She got 

great shots 

of the 

White 

House, the 
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Capitol and some other __31_______ buildings. _32_______, it 

was time to head home. Olivia thought about how her friends 

would be surprised to see her pictures.  

Task 64 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

The Grand National is a horse race which is held every year in 

Liverpool. This _27_____ involves a four-mile race, during 

which the horses have to go over 30 fences. The most _28_____ 

horse in the Grand National was called 'Red Rum'. He was the 

_29______ of the race three times during the 1970s. The race is 

not only a sporting event but a _30_______ social event too. Men 

and women wear beautiful clothes, and the tickets to the race are 

very _31_______. The Grand National is broadcast all over the 

world and around 500 to 600 million people watch it. However, 

though there are lots of horse racing fans, many people think it’s 

_32_______ and cruel to make the animals race and jump for 

people’s entertainment. 

Task 65 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

 Last year, I became a volunteer in a charity shop. It was an 

__27______ job for me - I had never been involved with 

charities. Our shop raised money to provide medical care for 

anyone suffering from any __28_______. The job was not easy 

but I enjoyed it very much. All my colleagues were very helpful. 

Their _29_____ and support meant a lot to me. Andrew, my boss 

and _30______, was a smart and wellorganized person. He kept 

saying that we had no right to be indifferent or __31_____ 

because people’s lives depended on us. Working in the charity 

shop, I have met some very interesting people and have learnt a 

lot of practical skills. Volunteering has equipped me with 

experience which I’m sure will be _32______ for my future. 

Task 66 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

 Lots of companies do business online. They sell goods and 

services, or provide __27______ to the general public. Doing 

business online is less _28_____ and more convenient than 

running a traditional business, with offices and lots of employees. 

Surprisingly enough, there are lots of very young people among 

online businessmen. In spite of their age, they are quite 

_29______ and professional. For example, Ben Collins started 

his own online company when he was _30_______ young. He 

EXCITE 

FAME    

FINAL 
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was only 17. He says, “My business is _31_______ - we work 

with people from different countries. In a real office, some 

people would _32______ that someone of my age could be a 

boss, but when I work online, nobody cares how old I am.”  

Task 67 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

 Last year I learnt Spanish in Barcelona. Spain is an __27______ 

country and I enjoyed my time there very much. My flatmates 

were two girls from Germany. They were nice but __28_____ 

was a real problem for us because I didn’t speak German and 

they didn’t speak English, my first language. Sometimes we felt 

absolutely _29_________ because we were not able to 

understand each other. However, it gave us additional motivation 

to learn Spanish! Very soon my teacher told me that I was 

speaking it _30______. He was happy with my progress. My 

flatmates’ grades were _31____ too! It proved that practice is 

very important and if you want to speak a foreign language like a 

native _32______, you should practise it a lot.  

Task 68 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

At school, writing essays was a real problem for me, and my 

grades were always low. _27_______ enough, I didn’t like 

writing and tried to avoid writing lessons at all costs. I thought I 

didn’t have enough _28____ for any kind of writing. I only 

understood what my problem was after school. In a 

__29______journal I saw an article about children’s writing 

problems. The author claimed that anyone could become a good 

__30_______ if they learned some rules. I read and reread the 

article several times. Then I tried to use the information in 

practice. I have never become a professional journalist but from 

time to time I publish some pieces of my _31______ writing on 

my blog My friends find these essays and stories very 

__32_____.  
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Task 69 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

Last weekend we enjoyed a city break in Chester, the _____    ( HISTORY) 

ancient medieval town in the northwest of England. The heart of town is the 

_________ (ARCHITECT) of Victorian, Tudor and Gothic times. Chester is the 

county town of Cheshire. Can you remember the Cheshire cat who ________ 

(SLOW) disappears in Lewis Carol’s books about Alice? The best way to enjoy the 

centre of Chester is on foot. It is a small _________(CONVENIENCE) town ideal 

for walking. It took us one and a half hour to walk along the top of the city walls. 

This central part of the town dates back to its ________(FOUND) as a fortress. 

Our ________(ENJOY)city holiday was relaxing, fun and full of museums, tasty 

food and unforgettable sightseeing. It was a journey through time.  

Task 70 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

Washington D. C. is _________(FAME) for its National Mall which includes 

eleven museums and galleries which belong to the Smithsonian Institution. The 

Smithsonian Institution is named after British scientist James Smithson. He left his 

wealth to his nephew Henry Hungerford; however, when Hungerford died 

_________(CHILD) in 1835 he left everything to the United States of America. 

Five other Smithsonian museums and the ________(NATION) Zoo are also 

located in Washington. The National Air and Space Museum holds the largest 

________(COLLECT)of historic aircraft and spacecraft in the world. It was 

established in 1946, as the National Air Museum and opened its main 

________(BUILD) in 1976. The museum is ________(WIDE) famous among 

American children and every American boy dreams of going there.  

Task 71 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

If we want to find out the most prominent _______  (NATION) character features, 

we have to speak to the people and look into the books. British people are known 

to be _______ (HUMOUR) but in a special way, as written in P. G. Wodehouse 

books, for example. Unlike British authors, a typical American ________  

(WRITE) is often more straight and serious. The most popular topic is the 

_______(ABLE) of a man to survive in difficult situations. In many books we read 

that to be a ______(WIN), a man must believe in it. As one Australian author 

writes in his book, an effort of one man can make the lives of many other people 

________(DIFFER).  

Task 72 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

Russian culture has a rich history and strong traditions, ________(PARTICULAR) 

when it comes to literature, philosophy, music, ballet, architecture and painting. 

It’s ________(POSSIBLE) to understand Russian culture without visiting small 
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Russian towns. So if you travel along the Golden Ring you should see Alexandrov, 

a ________(CHARM) town with ancient history. Thousands of tourists come to 

see its Kremlin which was built by _______(ITALY) and Moscow craftsmen in the 

16th century. Created by the order of Vasily III, it was second only to the Kremlin 

in Moscow in size, beauty and _______ (RICH). The Trinity Cathedral was the 

most magnificent ________(BUILD) of the Kremlin. The Tsar Ivan the Terrible 

visited Alexandrov in 1564. He liked the place so much, that for the next 17 years 

he used it as his residence.  

Task 73 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

 It seems everyone is learning English now. The ______(IMPORTANT) of English 

in children’s life can’t be denied. As a school subject standard English is crucial 

for children to learn. For young children it is _________(ESPECIAL) so. Learning 

English as soon as possible will help them with reading, ________(BASE) math 

and communication skills. For older children, possessing proper English skills will 

enable them to understand complex literary pieces and to write effectively. 

Moreover, English is vital in the world of ________(BUSY). If you can’t speak it 

or write it, you risk appearing ignorant and _______(INTELLIGENT).  So, 

learning English helps children considerably to ______(REAL) their true potential.  

Task 74 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

It was my luck to have a good teacher in life, my biology teacher Mr. Kumar. He 

had a very interesting _______(APPEAR), which I still remember. Mr. Kumar was 

a regular ________(VISIT) to my father’s zoo. The first time I saw him in the zoo. 

He was watching the rhinos and looked really _________(AMAZE). The two 

Indian rhinos were a great ________(ATTRACT) at the zoo. That day Mr. Kumar 

told me about rhinos such facts that I hadn’t known before. ________(SURE), my 

father didn’t know them either. 31 That day I decided to become a 

_____________(ZOOLOGY) 

Task 75 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

Starting with a new school can be a _________(DIFFICULT). Everything is so 

strange and you don’t know where to go for your classes. Here are some 

_______(USE) tips that can make it easier. Be yourself. _______(FRIEND) means 

you never have to change who you are. Join after school activities you like. Choir 

or theatre or go to an English club ________(MEET). Look for other people who 

are new to the school, too. At least you have one thing in common: you are both in 

an ______(FAMILIAR) environment. Try to speak _______(KIND) to everyone 

you meet at the new school.  

Task 76 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  
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Freya MacDonald, a pupil from Scotland, made the news when she refused to 

accept her school’s _______(PUNISH). Freya was given detentions for such things 

as ________(DRINK) fizzy drinks. After the eleventh detention, she took legal 

action against the school. She said that it is illegal to keep a pupil in the school 

________(BUILD) if the student does not want to be there. According to 

______(SCOT) law every child has the right to an education. 30 Freya refused to 

go to school until the school respected her civil rights. _________(FORTUNATE), 

the headmaster and her teachers promised to respect her civil rights. Hundreds of 

schools in Scotland were told not to use detention as a punishment because of 

Freya’s legal _________(ACT). 

Task 77 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

Fly London is a brand of youth fashion, which has its flagship stores in 

________(EUROPE) major cities. Founded in 1994 as a shoe brand, Fly’s design 

philosophy has been to create _______(ORIGIN) shoes. For this, Fly has been 

using traditional construction techniques in an _______(EXPECTED) way. Since, 

they’ve enlarged the range of their products, including accessories, and 

________(RECENT) launched their clothing and cosmetics collections. 30 In 

every collection, the brand offers a great ________ (VARY), of styles, colours and 

materials. 31 “Always ________( PROGRESS) never conventional!” is the motto 

that guides Fly London.  

Task 78 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

Mobile data traffic grew by 81 per cent across the world in 2013, making it 

_______(NEAR) 18 times the size of the entire internet in 2000.  Sadly, nowadays 

public wi-fi hotspots are quite __________ (SAFE), though. Personal data should 

not be sent over them, as more criminals aim at your _________(INFORM) on 

open networks. Users should be warned against addressing their personal 

information when they use an open _________(SECURE) wi-fi internet. They 

should do this from home where they _________(ACTUAL) know the wi-fi and 

its security. For example, you should not access your bank in a coffee shop. So 

remember that it may be too risky to send your ________(PERSON) data through 

the wi-fi .  

Task 79 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

Axel is a 9-year-old Bulgarian orphan. He was adopted by a 

__________________ western family. 

WEALTH 

His new father works as a __________________ in Sweden and he 

is quite rich. 

BANK 

Axel __________________ wrote e-mails to the director of the 

orphanage, Jane Smitova. He told her that he was saving his 

REGULAR 
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Christmas and birthday money to help his friends. Axel said that he 

wanted the money to be spent on presents for his former playmates. 

Later Jane said “I understood that __________________ meant a 

lot to a small boy but I would never have imagined 

FRIEND 

that Axel could be talking about such an __________________ 

sum of money. 

POSSIBLE 

It’s so touching and we are going to spend it in a very 

__________________ way." 

The boy saved £6,000. 

CARE 

 

Task 80 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

In Moscow, there are approximately 35,000 dogs living on the 

streets. Some of these __________________ animals were born 

there. 

HOME 

Others are just __________________ pets that have been 

abandoned by their owners. 

LUCKY 

For many dogs the city may be a __________________ place to 

live in. 

DANGER 

However, scientists were surprised to find out how 

__________________ some animals can adapt to urban life. 

Some dogs have even learnt to use the city’s metro system! 

EASY 

We still don't know how the dogs find out when to get off the 

train. One__________________ is that they use their excellent 

sense of smell to recognise the scents of their favourite 

destinations. 

SUGGEST 

Another idea is that they are able to remember the design of 

__________________ stations and find the station they need. 

DIFFER 

 

Task 81 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

Thousands of tourists visit Edinburgh every year. The capital of 

Scotland is __________________ for its history and architecture. 

FAME 

It’s one of the __________________ centres of the country. CULTURE 

The main __________________ of the city is Edinburgh Castle. ATTRACT 

It was built in the 12th century but it still looks magnificent and 

very __________________. 

IMPRESS 

There are many historic monuments in Edinburgh. One of them 

is an unusual monument to Walter Scott, a well-known 

__________________. 

WRITE 

The city streets are usually full of noisy tourists with cameras but 

if you want a quiet holiday, you can have it too - the beautiful 

and __________________ countryside is just round the corner. 

PEACE 
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Task 82 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

There are pills for everything. If you can't sleep you take a pill. If 

you're depressed or just  __________________, you can also take a 

pill. 

 

HAPPY 

These days scientists are developing a new pill that you can use for 

improving your __________________. 

 

FIT 

It will have the same effect on people’s bodies as doing sports. The 

__________________ experiments on mice have given wonderful 

results. 

 

SCIENCE 

The animals got stronger and healthier without any exercise. 

However, some doctors think that such pills can be 

__________________ for health, especially in certain situations. 

 

DANGER 

The problem is that there will be people who may use the pill 

unwisely. For example, young girls who want to lose weight and 

get slim may take several pills at once. It will be very 

__________________ for their health. 

 

 

HARM 

That’s why our government should think a lot before making the 

__________________ that allows the medicine to be produced. 

 

DECIDE 

 

Task 83 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

British cuisine is simple. Puddings, stews, pies and breads are 

__________________ British dishes. Many of them are cooked 

and eaten on holidays. 

TRADITION 

The choice of dishes has been influenced by the climate, history 

and __________________ position of the country. 

GEOGRAPHY 

England is __________________ for its butter and cheese. The 

most popular of them is, of course, cheddar. 

FAME 

Scotland is known for its __________________ meat dishes 

and cakes. Wales has a strong fishing culture. As a result, 

Welsh cookery includes a lot of seafood, such as shrimps and 

crabs. 

TASTE 

However, nowadays most British restaurants offer food from 

__________________ parts of the world. 

DIFFER 

The choice depends only on your pocketbook and your 

__________________. 

IMAGINE 

 

Task 84 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  
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How do people learn the news? About a century ago people got 

__________________ from newspapers since they were the only 

mass media that existed in those times. 

INFORM 

Radio and television seemed __________________ inventions as 

they broadcasted audio and visual images. 

WONDER 

The Internet has changed the situation dramatically.  Now the 

audience has an opportunity to create the news, share 

their________________ knowledge and express their opinions. 

PERSON 

The Internet supposes interaction, which makes it 

very __________________ to people. 

ATTRACT 

And what about the newspapers? Will 

they __________________ in the near future? 

APPEAR 

I wish they wouldn’t as I like starting my day with a cup of 

coffee and a __________________ newspaper. 

TRADITION 

 

Task 85 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

Ratatouille is an American cartoon. The name of the cartoon 

comes from a  __________________ French dish made of 

vegetables. 

TRADITION 

The main character is a rat Remy, who is interested in cooking and 

dreams of becoming a __________________ chef. 

SUCCESS 

Remy is separated from his family at the __________________ of 

the movie. 

BEGIN 

So he finds himself in Paris, France. There his unusual 

__________________ with a poor boy begins. They both don’t 

care that most people hate rats and try to get rid of them. 

FRIEND 

Remy wants to help the boy. He tries to teach him how to cook 

__________________ dishes. 

TASTE 

The story ends __________________ and the friends start a new 

restaurant. 

HAPPY 

 

 
Task 86 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

Dublin is the capital city of the Republic of Ireland. It has an 

__________________  airport with flights from London and 

European capitals. 

NATIONAL 

Dublin is a __________________ and cosmopolitan city. BEAUTY 
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If you walk along its central streets, you will find a wide range of 

__________________shops, bars and restaurants. 

DIFFER 

If you like sightseeing, you can visit the famous Dublin Castle, 

one of the most __________________ buildings in the city. 

IMPRESS 

Dublin is a green city. It is such a pleasure to walk there on a hot 

__________________ day. 

SUN 

In the evening you can listen to __________________ Irish 

music played in the streets and in the pubs. 

TRADITION 

 

Task 87 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

What do you think is the most stressful and __________________ 

job in Britain? 

DANGER 

Is it a police officer, a detective or a news __________________? 

Well, statistics say it is a London taxi driver. 

REPORT 

It is a __________________ hard job as traffic is getting worse. REAL 

If we sit in a traffic jam for a few minutes, we start feeling 

__________________ and irritated. But imagine you had to do that 

every day as your job! 

NERVE 

And you have to remain __________________ and attentive in 

spite of everything. 

CARE 

London taxi drivers have to have a good memory to be able to take 

a __________________ from A to B without looking at the map or 

asking for directions. 

TRAVEL 

 

Task 88 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

My first job was working at a bakery. When I walked from my 

house to the bakery I could smell the __________________ aroma 

of the fresh bread. 

WONDER 

I loved it. I worked __________________ after school and at 

weekends. It made about twenty hours a week. 

DAY 

One of the most __________________ things about the bakery was 

that I could eat all I wanted there. 

FANTASY 

I really couldn't stop eating the fresh buns, rolls and cakes. They 

were so __________________. 

TASTE 

Mrs. Bradley, the __________________ of the bakery, was a very 

nice woman. She had no children and she treated me like her own 

granddaughter. 

OWN 
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I liked her too and did my best to be as __________________ as 

possible. 

HELP 

 

Task 89 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words 

In Andorra people live longer than in any other European country. 

It seems they have discovered the secret of a long and 

__________________ life. 

HEALTH 

People in Andorra stay active and __________________ at old 

age. 

ENERGY 

They attend gyms and public __________________ pools for 

free. 

SWIM 

Exercise is one reason, the others are clean air and a diet based on 

vegetables and olive oil. People of all ages in Andorra are cheerful 

and __________________. 

FRIEND 

They think that life is __________________ and they do their best 

to enjoy it. 

FANTASY 

Andorra is the most __________________ country 

in Europe – they haven’t had a war for 700 years. 

PEACE 

 

Task 90 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

Ballroom dancing in the UK is making a comeback. For the past five 

years its popularity has grown thanks to the TV show 'Strictly Come 

Dancing'. 

In the show a professional ballroom __________________ has a 

celebrity for a partner. 

DANCE 

They learn __________________ ballroom dances and perform 

them live on TV. 

DIFFER 

Four judges and the public decide who stays in the 

__________________ and who leaves. 

COMPETE 

The show demonstrates how glamorous ballroom dancing is. The 

celebrities wear __________________ dresses and suits 

COLOUR 

and the show looks very __________________. IMPRESS 

According to the ratings, the __________________ is becoming 

more and more popular with TV audiences. 

PERFORM 

 

Task 91 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  
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The best thing about shopping in London is that there really are 

hundreds of cool shops selling __________________ clothes. 

FASHION 

Only here you can find a wide choice of __________________ and 

unique shops. 

 

ORIGIN 

Sometimes you can buy __________________ things there. 

 

FANTASY 

You can spend a whole day in a shopping centre, have lunch in one 

of the European or __________________ restaurants, 

ENGLAND 

see a new film in the cinema and even enjoy a 

__________________. 

 

PERFORM 

But be __________________ – London shops are expensive! 

Don’t leave all your money in the shopping centre. 

СARE 

 

Task 92 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

London is famous for its history and its sights. It is also a 

wonderful place for shopaholics. There are lots of 

__________________ places to go. 

DIFFER 

For example, you can go to Oxford Street. Sometimes it gets too 

crowded and __________________, especially during the sales. 

NOISE 

If you don’t like it, go to Covent Garden. There you can have a 

__________________ cup of tea or a cappuccino in a quiet coffee 

house. 

LOVE 

You can also watch a street __________________ there. PERFORM 

Portobello Road is the right place to go if you want to buy unique 

and ______ things. 

USUAL 

Shopping in London is always an _______________ experience 

and it’s worth trying. 

EXCITE 

 

Task 93 Complete the text with the derivatives of the words  

Every year the world goes dark for one hour, the Earth Hour. The 

event is organised by the __________________ World Wildlife 

Fund. 

NATION 

At tourist destinations, in offices and private homes, lights are 

switched off for one hour at __________________ 8:00 pm. 

EXACT 

The idea is to show that our planet is in danger and it needs care 

and __________________. 

PROTECT 

It's __________________ to remain indifferent to changes in the 

climate which go on and on. 

POSSIBLE 
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The Earth Hour is not about saving an hour’s electricity. It’s about 

realising that we live on a __________________ planet and need 

to look after it – not just for an hour a year but every day. 

WONDER 

The Earth Hour is a part of an __________________ education 

campaign whose aim is to make people understand their 

responsibility to the planet. 

ECOLOGY 

 


